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Asylum Street Spankers, Avogadro’s Number, Fort Collins, April 13, 2007. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

I had bad luck all day on Friday- I guess being Friday the 13
th

 really meant something after all. 

But then my luck changed dramatically when I walked into a packed house at Avogadro’s 

Number for the return of the Asylum Street Spankers. Bad luck turned into very good luck as this 

crazy bunch of Texans made laughs come from the belly, made toes tap vigorously and made 

any and all irritations of the day just dry up and blow away. 

 

Now, there’s a lot to describe about a Spankers show- the ever-changing instruments, the cascade 

of words- but if you were to boil it down to something, it would have to be attitude more than 

anything. It’s a tongue-in-cheek attitude about just about everything. It’s an irreverent attitude. 

It’s an energetic attitude. It’s a we’ve-done-this-thousands-of-times-but-still-dig-it attitude. That 

attitude, which turns wry social commentary into fun and everyday foibles into head-nodding 

chuckles, seems to be driving the whole thing. 

 

That attitude also is why it’s not such a stretch that the Spankers’ latest CD release- “Mommy 

Says No!”- is a kids’ record. After all, kids will do things that adults do not necessarily approve 

of- and they get away with it because they “don’t know any better.” Well, the Spankers are all 

old enough to know better, but are young at heart enough to go ahead and do it anyway. That 

doesn’t mean that the Spankers’ kids’ material is inappropriate. It just means that there’s a 

certain youthful viewpoint that “mature” adults might just shake their heads at- as though they 

have forgotten what it was to be young and crazy. 

 

When I arrived at Avo’s, the Spankers were right in the middle of one of the new kids’ songs- 

“You Only Love Me For My Lunchbox.” But looking around, I didn’t see any kids in the room 

and everybody who was there seemed to be getting a real hoot out of it. It didn’t matter that the 

words were perhaps much more kid friendly than some of the other songs. What did matter is 

that the Spankers put plenty of their madcap energy into it. So, rather than being a “kids’ song,” 

it was just another crazy Spankers’ tune. So went this particular evening- no matter what song 

the group plowed into, a characteristic attitude made each one fun to listen to. 

 

Now, with all that said, the Spankers’ show at Avo’s was decidedly NOT a kids’ show. There 

were songs about the war on drugs, about sleeping in the wet spot, about the skullduggery of the 

CIA and an a cappella laundry list of sexual activities- things you wouldn’t present at the local 

elementary school, for sure.  

 

But that’s the genius of this group- to be able to place Black Flag’s “TV Party,” songs by Harry 

Nilsson and big band leader Bob Crosby, as well as originals all in one big happy barrel- and 

make it sound like the Spankers invented it all. Mixing blues, ragtime and tin pan alley pop 

styles together- and a hilarious form the group called “hick hop”- with all this songwriting 

mayhem is a wild ride indeed. Then mix in a constantly changing array of instruments- from 



washboard, ukulele and banjo to jug, rubber chicken and, my favorite, the musical saw- and 

you’re starting to get the picture. 

 

Most of the material was funny- like the love song that declared that if a male partner really 

loved the female, they would gladly buy tampons for her, take out the garbage and clean the cat 

box- among other unmanly-like activities. And the Spankers applied a highly proficient 

musicianship to it all. But the most riveting moment of the show wasn’t silly at all. That was 

when vocalist Christina Marrs stepped up to sing a spiritual, accompanied by the resounding 

hand claps of the audience and other band members. In just a few minutes, all of the other stuff 

was put into perspective. It was like a “serious” artist including something lighter and funnier in 

their set, just to change the mood so the return to heavier stuff has more impact. Only in the 

Spankers’ case, it was pretty much the opposite- a weighty moment changed the mood so that 

when the group returned to the lighter stuff, it seemed fresh again. Fresh is right- the Asylum 

Street Spankers are welcome back anytime. 


